
ROBOT

• Detects
-RF Bugging devices
-RF Spyware, Hacking Device
-Сell phones and modems 

(CDMA450, GSM 900, GSM 1800, 3G)
- Wireless data transmitters 

(4G, WLAN, BLUETOOTH 2.4 and 5 GHz)
- Cordless phone systems (DECT) as well as special technical 

Devices using these data transmission standards
-Analog radio listening devices

Bug Detector with Real Time Remote
Monitoring Capability
Protect from eavesdropping with Digital/Analog RF Transmitters

The Stealth ROBOT is a wide-band RF BUG scanning surveillance device built to detect illegal 
RF eavesdropping activities in a secured area 24/7.

It’s a counter surveillance device that’s built in a robot and performs various tasks 
including detection of illegal recording activities in important secured areas such as VIP rooms.

-It’s capable of scanning even for a long period of time in a random space. 
(For example, 2 nights and 3 days) 
-The administrator can remotely engage in monitoring using Wi-Fi without having to enter  
restricted areas. 

-The robot will record both the current location and time 
if a suspicious signal occurs as an event. 

-Staff member can execute a further examination with 
a separate equipment against the location with events to
find out the cause and eliminate devices if any.   

-The robot minimizes the chance of a third 
party entering a restricted area for a search and
replaces  human power for long detecting 
activities and eventually tracks down bugs
remotely.

• Specifications
- Frequency range : 25KHz-6GHz(20GHz)
- Sensitivity : -80 ~ -100dBm
- Interfaces : USB, ETHERNET, WLAN
- Storage of event signal, SMS alert



• These areas include
• VIP rooms
• Meeting rooms and offices
• Exam rooms and testing facilities
• Prisons and correctional facilities
• Areas with limited use of cell phones, radios, etc.
• The location finding mode for localizing the source 

of transmission is available when using special
SEARCH RECEIVER

• General
-Automatic Charging System (110V/220V)
-Dimensions: 500x270x585 mm
-Weight :37kg

Autonomous mapping, localization and navigation
With no need of human assistance, Apollo adopts SharpEdgeTM
technology to build high-precision map, realize multi-path patrolling, 
find the ideal path to a destination and move there autonomously.

Virtual wall and virtual track
Based on pure software and without additional device 
configuration, Apollo can limit the robot’s working area 
and set the robot moving track efficiently and reliably. 
Optionally, it also supports physical magnetic track separation.

Autonomous recharging
Apollo is available for scheduling charging and it can autonomously 
go back to the charger to recharge itself.

-Apollo Medium Robot Development Platform can 
Autonomous recharging Cloud remote management

-Based on RoboCloud cloud services, users can manage 
registered Apollo platforms remotely to 

-facilitate the development of more extensions

-Key technologies of the self-driving robot with a bug detector are securely protected by 
associated patents. 


